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bash script every N seconds and write output into a log? I have a BASH script which does some network settings and checking (like checking if a certain string is found in a file or not). I want to run this script every N seconds and write its output to a log file. I tried various things like "while sleep N ; do..." or I manually run the script with my

time delay of N in the beginning and then it runs for N seconds. If the script finishes before N seconds it does what it has to do and exits the script. At the end I want to append all the output which was written during the script run into the log file. How can I achieve that? A: Add a loop to your script: while :; do echo "Stuff that you want to
write" sleep 1 done This is a "loop" that runs forever. It's a special construct provided by BASH itself. You must stop it somehow if you don't want the script to run forever. For example, you can tell it to exit when the condition isn't met: while :; do if [ "test" ]; then echo "This script will run forever" sleep 1 fi echo "Stuff that you want to write"

sleep 1 done 1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a field emission display (FED) having a triode structure. 2. Description of the Related Art An electron emission element
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a method I added to my class of which the function is defined outside the class? The reason I want to do this is because I defined the initial values in the constructor inside of the state and the setState function outside. I am trying to add some local state to the function that I defined outside of the class. A: If you want to use this.state in the
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